
Railways to Zion

The town I live in is not too obig
Big enough to get sick of it

Too many people with no joy for life
Not knowing that this place should be paradise

Preventing danger ist the main occupation
Technical achievements replaced human relations

We make use of our freedom to chose a chanel on tv
Stare into the flickering screen, sharing the narcotic dream

How does it come that all the people I meet every morning on my way to work
Are completely out of contact and they seem to be so lonely, sad and hurt

Hey you brother understand, hey you sister take my hand
 Let’s go and search fort he promise land

Railways to Zion
I keep walking on

Jump on the next train from babylon
I’m just a nomad 

Searching for some peace
For me and my friends and my family

Police knocking at my door
Asking what these pipes are for

Telling me I’m breaking laws, cite me to the county court
I didn’t ever ask them for

As they leave jehovah’s witnesses appear
Announcing something like the end is near

And kingdome come is not form e
For I am lacking fear of god and modesty

First thing my children learn in school
Is how to feel like stupid fools

The program is started, there’s no place for new ideas
And all they’re bringing is more loose wheels in the gear



Railways to Zion
I keep walking on

Jump on the next train from babylon
I’m just a nomad 

Searching for some peace
For me and my friends and my family

I know we will live
In a land of peace, love and harmony
That’s why all this hopelessness here

Can’t do no harm to me

A culture of bliss
Is what we will grow
And all gods children

Living in the flow

We’ll get to a life
How it was meant to be
Everything is possible

Nothing has to be

Mother nature 
Gives us everything we need
Until we forget about things
Like envy, distrust or greed

 
Give me strenght and courage to walk on

May this road not be too long

Railways to Zion
I keep walking on

Jump on the next train from babylon
I’m just a nomad 

Searching for some peace
For me and my friends and my family


